Iraq Section

List the activities carried out to foster relations with Industry and the results obtained. List the initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help your Section in your industry-related activities?

We didn’t have in the previous 6 months any activities with industry. We tried to manage activities with industry in the next 6 months. Region 8 can help us to send us any recommendations to help us to go ahead in such activities and inform us about examples of other activities held within other sections in R8.

List the activities addressed to Students and/or Young Professionals and the results obtained. List the initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help in your students and YP-related activities?

The section has 11 different students and Young Professional activities within the last 6 months in the following universities:

- Zakho University in North of IRAQ.
- Duhok Polytechnic University in North of IRAQ.
- Erbil Polytechnic University.
- Tishk University in North of IRAQ.
- Engineering Technical College in Najaf.
- Islamic University in Najaf.
- Engineering College in Babylon University.
- Computer Department in Education College of Mustansyriah University.
- Computer Science department in University of Technology.
- North Technical University - in Mosul City.
- Computer and Information technology College in Kirkuk University.

The Section planning to hold another 4 different students activities within the next 6 months in:

- University of technology
- Islamic University
- Koya University
- Raparian University- North of IRAQ
- Duhok University
- Mustansyriah University
- Islamic university in Naja
- Engineering Technical college in Najaf

List the activities carried out to retain and recruit members and the results obtained. List the initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help in your membership-related activities?

The Section always tried to invite the members within the activities (of the students / young professional) and discussed with them the importance of serving the academic and industrial areas within IRAQ, and also invite the surrounding friends to become a member in IEEE.

The Section planning to do the same activities (related to retain and recruit members) through the holding of the (students / young Professional) in the next six months.

The Region can help us by giving us any recommendations. And send to us any examples for the activities hold in some Sections in R8.... This will help us to see the status of such activities in comparison with other R8- sections.

List the activities intended to support chapters, affinity groups, and student branches and the results obtained. List the related initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help in your support to chapters, affinity groups, and student branches?

The section (through its very unusual environments existing in IRAQ) tried to support the two chapters (CIS & ComSec) through enhancing the participation of their members within the different activities held inside IRAQ. And the section chair, vice chair, secretary, and Treasure tried to explain to the chapters members and affinity group, the importance of participating and enhancing such activities within Iraq.

In the next 6 months, the section put into consideration at least 3 activities within this vitality.